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• WHAT IS A “BORGO” ?  

A “Borgo” is a very charming Italian small 
fortified town from Middle Age to 
Renaissance. It is unique and built around a 
Castle or a Palace belonging to the  noble 
family leading at that time. In Italy we have 
260 “BORGHI” from   North to South. The 
“Borgo” is the symbol of the Italian culture 
with artistic and architectural heritage, 
tradition and eno-gastronomic treasures.
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Umbria location:
A two-hour drive 
from Rome or 
Florence
Closest Airport:
Rome - Florence
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Sample of Itinerary

GRAND TOUR of the MIDDLE AGES
Tuscany Umbria 11 nights



The Middle Ages left important vestiges in many
municipalities of the Region: grandiose squares with
cathedrals, basilicas, imposing public buildings and
streets with valuable private buildings. The
Romanesque is the artistic style that characterizes this
period, followed by the Gothic that anticipates the
classicist flowering, which will explode in the years to
come in the Renaissance, while in rural areas have
developed characteristic villages, castles and
fortifications, as well as numerous churches and
abbeys.
The proposed itinerary aims to highlight these
historical and cultural characteristics that, even today,
constitute the symbol of this territory, combined with
consolidated traditions, a rich craftsmanship and an
appreciated and well-known gastronomy, simple and
refined at the same time.





Day 1 – Arrival in Florence

Transfer to the hotel (Hotel Orologio or Brunelleschi) 

Welcome Dinner

Day 2 – Florence

Walking tour of Florence with Accademia

Lunch at Florence Market

Afternoon Aperitif on board

Dinner at 13 Gobbi

Day 3 - Florence - Arezzo

Transfer to Arezzo Area

From Firenze Sud, Through the provincial road of the Passo della Consuma (m. 1050), 

we arrive in the land of Casentino.The road is very beautiful and charming, it passes 

in the middle of a countryside that changes rapidly appearance as 

you climb (vineyards, olive trees, beech trees, oaks and finally 

chestnut trees at the highest point of the pass).

The road is surrounded by magnificent expanses of vineyards 

belonging to the estate of the Frescobaldi family that, here, 

produces an excellent wine of the Chianti Rufina consortium, 

the Nipozzano. 

Once in Pelago, there is the castle of Nipozzano and, continuing, 

you arrive in the small hamlet of Borselli: a small cluster of houses

with the historic workshop Ham House, famous for the stuffed schiacciatine

From the Consuma Pass (loc. Scarpaccia) you reach Stia, famous for the cloth of 

Casentino. Visit to the Wool Museum and shopping from Tessilnova (next to the 

museum).. Lunch (tasting of typical products) in Raggiolo: visit to the water mill, 

chestnut ecomuseum, accompanied by the mayor. Afternoon visit to the sanctuary 

of La Verna. Possibility to shop in the pharmacy of the sanctuary.

Check in at Hotel Continentale – Arezzo - Dinner at hotel

Day 4 – Arezzo

Departure for Poppi: visit of the Castle (Dante) with the mayor (coffee break offered).. 

Arrival in Scarperia: reception by the mayor in the Municipality. Visit of the city.. Visit to a cutlery 

workshop.. 

Lunch in a typical restaurant  with samples of cheese, cold cuts, panzanella, pappa al pomodoro.

Afternoon: cooking competition in the preparation of the potato tortello.. Casentino and Mugello 

claim the authorship of this delicacy: the cooking competition consists in the purchase of 

ingredients and the preparation of the tortelli, absolutely identical with only one ingredient that 

differs them.

The GRAND JURY will be participated the mayors ,.They will be the judges of the competition with 

the President of the Jury , the mayor of Palazzuolo sul Senio (Mugello), born in New York (Phil 

Moschetti).

Dinner with potato tortelli and other typical dishes (in the square).. 

Prize for the cooking competition and dinner 

Day 5 - Arezzo

Visit of Arezzo, medieval city par excellence.. Greeting of the mayor in          

the town hall (few monthes ago has married an American lady).. 

Visit Cathedral, Pieve, Piazza Grande, Fraternita dei Laici, Basilica di San    

Francesco the Badia.. Lunch: Tenuta of Fraternity

Afternoon Lucignano - reception of the mayor in the town hall - Visit of  

the town.. 

Cooking class at a farm.. (with surprise) 

pictorial sensation activity to learn at the Tree of Life. typical dinner in the square with folkloric 

show (Maggiolata)

Return to Arezzo



Day 6 – Arezzo

Chianti area experience

Visit Siena and San Gimignano

Visit Frescobaldi winery in Montalcino with wine

tasting and lunch

Day 7 – Transfer to Umbria

Visit Assisi

Lunch in Assisi

Check at Tenuta di Canonica

After refreshing

Reception in the Bevagna - Town Hall and greetings from the mayor

Visit to the Cultural Circuit of Medieval Crafts

Medieval Dinner - Re-enactment show

Day 8 – Arrival  Allerona

Check in at San Pietro Aqua e Ortus , luxury SPA Resort

on transfer to Montefalco 

Sagrantino Experience between Oenology and History 

An all-round experiential tourism that means food and wine, nature trails 

and tasting to discover a territory, all on the common thread of fine wines of 

Montefalco Doc and Docg denomination produced from the native 

Sagrantino vine. Visit to the Museum of San Francesco and the Franciscan 

cellars with immersive tour in the history of 

Sagrantino

Traditional evening show

Day 9 – Allerona

Visit I Giardini di Bomarzo THE PARK OF THE MONSTERS, or “Parco dei Mostri,” .

The Garden of Bomarzo was not meant to be pretty. Commissioned in 1552 by Prince Pier 

Francesco Orsini, it was an expression of grief designed to shock. 

https://civitavecchia.portmobility.it/en/bomarzo-and-park-monsters-photos-and-useful-info -

Lunch in Bomarzo Borgo . Typical and charming trattoria , overlooking an amazing view of the 

Etruscan countryside - Afternoon visit of Orvieto 

Borgo of Allerona and welcome of the mayor   -Refreshing time at  the luxury SPA Resort San 

Pietro Aquae Ortus - Dinner at the resort

Day 10- Transfer to Lugnano in Teverina

THE SECRETS OF VILLA ROMANA AT POGGIO GRAMIGNANO

Master di Archeologia con le Università Americane in collegamento (Tucson, Yale e Sanford)

Visit to the Museum - Show Degustation Pastries Gelateria Russo-Girotti . Lunch at farm and 

restaurant IL PILONE, well known for its “norcineria” salami productions and other products. The 

visit of the Il Pilone farm will be organized and guided by THE SLOW FOOD Academy. Visit to the 

world collection Olea Mundi Middle Ages dinner in Lugnano with the Mayor and the Umbria 

region’s Coordinator - Duel between the Umbria Most beautiful Borghi’s best archers with the dart 

- Back to the hotel

Day 11 - Transfer to Rome Airport or extend you stay

https://civitavecchia.portmobility.it/en/bomarzo-and-park-monsters-photos-and-useful-info
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